TRAIL RATINGS
EASIEST TRAILS
Adventure Trail
Big Ring
Discovery Trail
Downtown
Gopher Trail (Two-way)
Pioneer Practice Loop

INTERMEDIATE TRAILS
Beach Cruiser
Bearing Straits (Two-way)
Brake Through (Two-way)
Bridge The Gap (Two-way)
Explorer
Gravy Train (Two-way)
Juniper
Lakes Trail
Lincoln Express (Two-way)
Manzanita
Mountain View
Off the Top
Paper Route (Two-way)
Shortcut (Two-way)
Skills Park
Timber Ridge
Up & Over (Two-way)
Uptown

MOUNTAIN FACTS
Top Elevation
McCoy Station
Main Lodge
The Village
Vertical Rise
Acreage
Miles of Single Track
Terrain Breakdown

MAP KEY

Elevate Your Health

11,053 ft / 3,369 m
9,630 ft / 2,935 m
8,909 ft / 2,715 m
8,100 ft / 2,469 m
3,100 ft / 945 m
3,500 acres / 1,416 hectares
80 mi / 129 km
42 Trails
52% Beginner/Intermediate
30% Advanced
20% Pro

Bike Park Shuttle, Lift/Gondola Access
Mammoth Lakes Trail System Paved Path
Trail Direction
Two-Way Trail
Bike Park Information Station
Emergency Phone
Explore Mammoth Learning Stations
(see reverse side for information)

ADVANCED TRAILS
Bridge the Gap (Two-way)
Lower Kamikaze
Lower Skid Marks
Ricochet
Seven Bridges
Shotgun
Richter
Whitebark
Up & Over (Two-way)

EXPERT
Flow
Follow Me
Jill’s Jumps
Kamikaze
Pipeline
Recoil
Twilight Zone
Upper Skid Marks

PRO

FACILITIES UNDER PERMIT FROM INYO NATIONAL FOREST.

Bullet DH
Chain Smoke
DC-10
Flow
Pinball
Shock Treatment
Techno Rock
Velocity DH

LOOK FOR THESE SIGNS WHILE
RIDING IN THE BIKE PARK:

SKILL LEVELS
EASIEST
Recommended for novice riders and kids with basic knowledge of shifting and braking. Medium to
wide trails offer smooth surfaces with short sections of uphill. Paver berms, rolling terrain and wide 180°
turns exist. Suitable for all types of mountain bikes.

MAMMOTH BIKE
CAMPS & CLINICS
KIDS MOUNTAIN BIKING CAMP
SESSION 1 JULY 5–10
SESSION 2 JULY 26–31

INTERMEDIATE
Recommended for riders with good bike handling, braking and shifting skills. Trails are challenging and
often comprise steep slopes, switchbacks and terrain where some rocks, roots, and loose soil may be
present. Cross country or all-mountain bikes recommended.

WOMEN’S MOUNTAIN BIKING CAMP
WITH LEIGH DONOVAN JULY 22–25

ADVANCED
Recommended for riders with advanced bike skills. Variable terrain surfaces require considerable
obstacle avoidance of medium rocks and roots through moderate descents and small drops.
Numerous man-made features exist, including wall rides, drops, bridges and jumps. All-mountain or
downhill bikes recommended with use of protective gear.

Check out MammouthMountain.com for more
information on all summer camps and clinics.

1-DAY BIKE CLINIC
WITH CAM ZINK JULY 25

EVENTS SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

EXPERT
Recommended for highly experienced riders. Terrain consists of rough surfaces with steep, technical and fast descents. Large rocks and roots exist,
and many of these trails offer man-made features throughout, including gap jumps, step-downs, raised wooden trestles and ramps. All gap jumps
have an alternate option with a continuous riding surface. Downhill bikes and protective gear strongly recommended.

FOLLOW US @MAMMOTHMOUNTAIN

PRO
Only for the most skilled riders. These are the most difﬁcult trails featuring highly variable surfaces with steep, technical, and fast descents, and
contain a high risk of injury with falls. Large rocks, roots, man-made features, and mandatory drops require riders to constantly avoid obstacles;
there are no ride arounds. Modern downhill bikes with full protective equipment is strongly recommended.

HOURS OF OPERATIONS
Bike Park

9:00am–6:00pm

Mountain Center

8:30am–6:00pm

Adventure Center

8:30am–6:00pm

Climb, Zip, Bungee

10:00am–5:00pm

Lower Panorama Gondola

9:00am–5:00pm

Upper Panorama Gondola

9:00am–4:30pm

Chair 2 (Starting July 4, Fri-Sun only)

10:00am–4:00pm

Bike Park Shuttle (Village à Main Lodge)

9:00am–5:30pm

BIKE PARK RULES
Mammoth works hard to provide you with the
best experience possible. With hazards and natural/
man-made obstacles existing on the trails, be cautious
and use common sense. Follow these rules and tips to
ensure maximum safety and enjoyment on the hill:
1.

Stay in control so you are able
to avoid other trail users.

2. Ride trails that match your ability.
3. Uphill trafﬁc has the right-of-way on a two-way trail.
4. On downhill trails, the rider in
front has the right-of-way.
5. Be courteous to other riders and move out
of the way when it is safe to do so.
6. Obey all trail markings and signs.
7.

Do not stop in the middle of a trail or where
you cannot be seen from above.

8. Do not shortcut trails; please tread lightly. Bike
Park passes will be revoked for riding off-trail.
9.

DISCOVERY ZONE

FIRST TIMERS, BEGINNERS & BEYOND
If you’re new to mountain biking, this is the place to
start. After a few laps on the Pioneer Practice Loop hop
on the Discovery Chair for a quick ride to the top of
the Discovery Zone—an area dedicated to helping you
progress with a smile on our face.

OFF THE TOP

ICONIC TRAILS

EXCEPTIONAL DOWNHILL TRAILS

1. PIONEER PRACTICE LOOP: This quarter-mile loop
is perfect for getting used to your equipment and
preparing for the Discovery Chair.
2. ADVENTURE AND DISCOVERY TRAILS: The two best
beginner trails anywhere, featuring smooth turns and
surfaces.

We are proud of all our trails, but these few seem to have
developed a bit of a cult following:

3. EXPLORER TRAIL : Step up your game a bit with
banked paver turns, a steeper grade and access to our
improved Skills Park.

1. KAMIKAZE: This is where it all began. Since 1987 riders
have been barreling down the 2,000 vertical foot ﬁre
road from the summit to Main Lodge.

4. SKILLS PARK: Become comfortable with man-made
features and work your way up from small drops to
intermediate rainbow bridges.

2. TWILIGHT ZONE: Tight paver berms are a tasty start to
this ﬂowy adventure down a favorite winter line by the
same name. The Deep End and jump line at the bottom
help make this one of best trails ever.

THE ULTIMATE MOUNTAIN BIKE EVENT

WOOLLY’S SUMMER SATURDAYS
JULY 4–SEPTEMBER 5: Join your favorite mountainbiking mascot every Saturday for a bike ride down
the Discovery Trail followed by family fun at the
Adventure Center.

ADVENTURE CENTER
AT MAIN LODGE
This is your mountain basecamp: rent bikes, get your
ticket, book lessons and guided tours, or get your
bike tuned up. If you forgot sunscreen or are looking
for a new helmet, the retail shop has you covered.
ACTIVITIES:
Zipline

3. PIPELINE: Dirt jumps, wooden ramps, berms, trestles,
gaps and an awesome step-up jump make for a
feature-laden venture through the forest. Learn how to
whip out your tail, manual over rollers and get a feel for
air time.

Climbing Wall
Bungee Trampoline
Pioneer Practice Loop

4. OFF THE TOP: Prepare for a visual onslaught as soon as
you roll out of the upper gondola. The Mammoth Crest,
Minarets, Mt. Ritter and Banner Peak will all be vying for
your eyes’ attention, so pull off to the side and take it all
in. There’s no better view in mountain biking.

Scenic Gondola Rides

11. Staying hydrated is key to your comfort
and safety—drink plenty of ﬂuids.

JULY 14–19

DERAILED

PROS & EXPERTS ONLY

13. Pets are not allowed on bike trails (leashed
pets allowed on gondola + hiking trails).

This trail progression guide can be a useful tool
to help you bridge the gap from a beginner
rider to a more advanced one, building
your skills along the way. Take some laps on
each trail below, then move on once you’ve
mastered the obstacles offered on each.
STEP 1:
STEP 2:
STEP 3:
STEP 4:

Discovery Trail à
Downtown

Adventure Trail à

Big Ring à Explorer Trail à
Timber Ridge
Juniper à Bearing Straits à
Off the Top
Brake Through à
Shotgun

Richter à

2015 BIKE PARK

BIKE PARK EXPO

12. Watch out for hikers and motor vehicles.

MAP TO
PROGRESSION

EVENTS
SUBJECT TO
CHANGE.

MONSTER ENERGY MAMMOTH MOTOCROSS

JUNE 27

FIRST-AID AND MECHANICAL
ASSISTANCE IS AVAILABLE BY CALLING
760.934.0611, OR BY DIALING “0” ON
ANY BIKE PARK EMERGENCY PHONE
(MARKED ON THE TRAIL MAP).

Food, Drinks and
Sundeck at Yodler

JUNE 19–28

10. Start out easy. Your body can fatigue
more quickly at higher elevations.

15. Riding with a partner or group
is strongly encouraged.

TRAIL
MAP

Shuttle Departure for
Reds Meadow / Devils
Postpile

2015 SUMMER EVENTS

Protect yourself by wearing gloves and
protective clothing. Helmets are required at
all times. Temperatures can vary radically
with altitude change. Use sunscreen—the
sun is more intense at high altitudes.

14. Seek shelter during thunderstorms. Stay off ridge
tops and away from tall trees, lift towers, powerline
poles, signposts and large rock outcroppings.

Explore Mammoth
Experience

FEATURING: PRO GRT DOWNHILL, KAMIKAZE
DOWNHILL, ENDURO, CROSS COUNTRY, DUAL
SLALOM AND SHIMANO KIDS RACES

BEACH CRUISER

BEST OF
CROSS COUNTRY

MILES OF FORESTED SINGLETRACK
Mammoth has played host to several cross country and
endurance events over the years, giving it the reputation
of a world-class, pedal-friendly mountain. Grab a few
gel packs, fill your water bottles and give these classics
a try:
1. BEACH CRUISER: This four-mile intermediate loop starts
with some great climbing through large Lodgepole
pines, then loops around beautiful Reds Lake before a
long roller coaster ride back to the Adventure Center.
2. MOUNTAIN VIEW: Catch this often-overlooked gem
from the Shortcut/Beach Cruiser junction and prepare
for some breathtaking views.

Where gravity rules! This zone is a downhiller’s paradise
featuring six pro and expert level gravity-fed trails. The
entire area is easily accessed from the lower gondola.
Grab your full face helmet, some body armor, a big bike
and get ready to send it.
1. RECOIL: Wide, tall berms and a series of dirt jumps
make this a favorite among the freestyle crowd.
2. CHAIN SMOKE: Get ready to test the travel on that
downhill rig, you’re going to need it!
3. VELOCITY: Fast and varied, this technical trail tempts
you to let off on those brakes.
4. TECHNO ROCK: Just like the name implies, this is a
technical, steep trail loaded with mandatory airs.

USA CYCLING MOUNTAIN BIKE
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

JULY 31

11,053’ BLUE MOON SUMMIT PARTY

AUGUST 14–16

MAMMOTH WINE WEEKEND

AUGUST 21–22

KIDS ADVENTURE GAMES

AUGUST 29

EZAKIMAK 11,053’ BIKE/RUN CHALLENGE &
FULL MOON SUMMIT PARTY

SEPTEMBER 11–12

MAMMOTH GRAN FONDO

SEPTEMBER 24–27

MAMMOTH KAMIKAZE BIKE GAMES

SEPTEMBER 26

It starts with a Scenic Gondola Ride to 11,053 ft and
one of the most stunning 360° views in California.
Amid the backdrop of high alpine peaks and pristine
lakes, a rich learning experience awaits adults
and kids alike. Explore the geologic, natural, and
cultural history of Mammoth and find out why this
is one of the most studied regions in the world.
Learning Stations (see reverse side for locations):
SUMMIT
Eleven53 Interpretive Center
GEOGRAPHY
Lakes Basin Overlook
HISTORY
Mammoth Museum @ McCoy Station

4. UPTOWN: One of the most enjoyable ways to climb 800
feet on two wheels.

6. BEARING STRAIGHTS/GRAVY TRAIN: Fast and ﬂowy
at the start, this climb makes its way above the treeline
and on to the massive expanse underneath the
Paranoid Flats ski chutes.

DISCOVER THE HISTORY & WONDER OF THE SIERRA

11,053’ SUPERMOON SUMMIT PARTY

3. PAPER ROUTE/SKID MARKS/MANZANITA:
A local’s favorite and a great place to “lap-out.”
This rolling loop has incredible diversity: fast downhills,
technical sections and even a few switchbacks to climb
up on the far end.

5. BRAKE THROUGH: Climb up towards mid-mountain and
connect to trails like Flow, Lincoln Express, Ricochet and
Seven Bridges.

EXPLORE MAMMOTH

WEATHER
Snow Study Site @ McCoy Station

MAMMOTH APP
Check out our interactive map and get the
latest deals and information on dining, nightlife,
weather and events. Available on both iPhone
and Android platforms.

GEOLOGY
Long Valley Overlook
ECOLOGY
Discovery Nature Trail

